LAP LANES during Open Swim & Lessons
WEEKENDS: 12:00pm – Closing, there will be ONE (1) lap lane available
WEEKDAYS: 7:00 pm – Closing, there will be TWO (2) lap lanes available
WEEKDAYS: 12:30 - 7:00pm (during Open Swim/Lessons), there will be ONE (1)* lap lane available.
*However, when there are NO lap swimmers, Swim Lessons will use the lap lane.
1. During Weekday Open Swim/Lessons 12:30-7:00pm, Lap Swimmers must come to the pool by :55
and :25 of the hour to start their swimming, before the next lesson session begins, so the
instructors can adjust accordingly and not be interrupted in the middle of their lesson.
2. When the lap swimmer arrives and wants to use the lane, they put a cone at the end of the lane.
This will signify that a lap swimmer is there to use the lane.
3. Once the lap swimmer is done, they will remove the cone from the end of the lane. This will signify
that the lane is no longer in use for lap swimming.

LAP LANE ETIQUETTE (at all times)
Since there is no longer a reservation system to reserve lanes, and a limited number of lap lanes during
Open Swim times, if TWO (2) or MORE people want to lap swim, lap swimmers must SHARE LANES.
Before entering the pool, please inform the other swimmer(s) in the lane that you will be joining them.

 In the case of TWO swimmers, Split the Lane
o Split Lane: swim back and forth on one side of the lane only, splitting the lane between the two
swimmers. Side preference goes to the first swimmer in the water.

 In the case of THREE or MORE swimmers, Circle Swim
o Circle Swim: like driving, always swim on the right-hand side of the lane. Always keep oncoming
swimmers on your left-hand side.

